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US: Powell’s cautionary tale
Recent data flow has offered hope of a more vigorous economic
rebound than we initially thought possible. The Fed remains wary
though, with a renewed wave of infections arguing for caution. As
such, Powell again emphasised policy will remain ultra-loose with the
potential that they could have to do more to ensure the recovery
continues

Fed Chair, Jerome
Powell

A long way from normality
Chairman Powell’s semi-annual monetary policy testimony to the Senate reinforces the view that
while the Fed is encouraged about the recent data flow as the economy re-opens, we are a long
way from “normality” and that won’t arrive there is confidence we have overcome Covid-19.

While economic indicators “have pointed to stabilisation, and in some areas a modest rebound”,
the levels of output and employment remain “far below” their pre-pandemic levels. He highlighted
the uncertainty over the economic outlook and reminded his politician audience that “the longer
the downturn lasts, the greater the potential for longer-term damage”, citing persistent
unemployment as a key fear.

In this regard he again placed great emphasis on inequality, pointing out that “those least able to
withstand the downturn have been affected most” with minorities, women and low-income
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households disproportionately carrying the burden of the economic hardship.

He again, tries to provide a reality check to the optimism in risk markets, such as equities, which
are seemingly seeing only good things ahead. He warned of the risk of insolvencies, particularly in
the small business sector and suggested that “until the public is confident that the disease is
contained, a full recovery is unlikely”. Given a vaccine appears some way off and fears over a pick-
up in Covid-19 cases in several states, he is clearly sitting on the more cautious side of the fence.

Ready to do more
Inflation (nor deflation) is not a concern for the Fed, with long-term inflation expectations having
remained stable despite sharp price falls in some components (apparel, gasoline, air travel, etc)
and sharp rises in food over the past couple of months. Nonetheless, on balance, inflation is “likely
to remain below our objective for some time”. We certainly agree given mass unemployment will
keep wage pressures benign with the widening output gap further depressing price pressures.

Given the scale of the downturn and the lack of inflation threat the Fed remains committed to
keeping the Fed funds rate at the 0-0.25% level “until we are confident that the economy has
weathered recent events and is on track to achieve our maximum-employment and price-stability
goals”. He was asked about yield curve control, but his response was merely that discussions were
at an “early stage”. With the 2Y anchored at 0.2% and the 10Y at just 0.7% we see little need
unless rising treasury issuance was to put upward pressure on borrowing costs that would
translate into tighter credit conditions in the broader economy.

Fed "dot plot" for pat of Fed funds target range

Source: Federal Reserve, ING, Bloomberg

Threats to the economy are set to linger
In our view, the recent data flow has been encouraging with retail sales, housing indicators
and confidence all looking very positive. It appears we will need to revise up out 2Q GDP
forecast, which is currently at -38% annualised contraction, but the outlook for the second
half of the year remains very uncertain. At present, the US$600 per week additional boost
to unemployment benefits is clearly helping impacted families, but is scheduled to end in
late July and if it doesn’t get extended we could see consumer activity drop back sharply.
After all, employment is still 20 million lower than at the beginning of the year and given
social distancing constraints job opportunities in retail, hospitality, hotels and travel will
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remain limited.

Then as Jerome Powell states, we cannot signal the all clear until Covid-19 is beaten, or at
least properly contained. The recent spike in new cases in several states suggests we need
to make much more progress here, with the threat that renewed lockdowns could have a
massive impact on confidence, risk assets and of course economic activity.
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